
”

“
Big data are not a substitute for, but a supplement 
to traditional data collection and analysis.

The Parable of Google Flu 
Lazer et al. 2014. Science 343 (6176): 1203-1205
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Today...

Collaborative approaches to improving 
genomic resources using software 

tools that facilitate the curation process.
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Extracting Knowledge from Data



”

“ NIH [seeks] fundamental knowledge about the 
nature and behavior of living systems and the 
application of that knowledge to enhance health, 
lengthen life, and reduce illness and disability.

U.S. National Institutes of Health



”

“Good health makes life better. We want to 
improve health for everyone by helping great ideas 
to thrive. Science and research expand knowledge 
by testing and investigating ideas.

Wellcome Trust



”

“ [The NSF aims to] promote and disseminate 
research, creating knowledge that is valuable to 
society, the economy, and politics.

Swiss National Science Foundation



• Data must be infinitely shareable.

• Data reuse increases their value.

• The more data are reused, the more data they generate.

• Data are perishable.

• Combining data sets increases the value of individual data sets.

• The more accurate the information is, the more useful (and valuable!) it is.

• More data are not necessarily better.

Good data are required



Scientific data
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Biocurators knowledge



Biocuration is a knowledge-extraction process

Figure	is	not	yet	public.	Do	not	reproduce.
biocuration.org



Genome Curation



Marbach et al. 2011. Nature Methods | Shutterstock.com | Alexander Wild

Unlocking genomes



Good genes are required!
1. Generate gene models

• A few rounds of gene prediction.

2. Annotate gene models
• Function, expression patterns, 

metabolic network memberships.

3. Manually review them
• Structure & Function.



Best representation of biology & 
removal of elements reflecting 
errors in automated analyses.

Functional assignments through 
comparative analysis using literature, 
databases, and experimental data.

Curation improves quality
Apollo

Gene Ontology



• To make accurate orthology assessments

• To accurately annotate expanded / contracted gene families

• To identify novel genes, species-specific isoforms

• To efficiently take advantage of transcriptomic analyses

Curation is valuable



Curation is inherently collaborative

• It is impossible for a single individual to curate an entire 
genome with precise biological fidelity.

• Curators need second opinions and insights from 
colleagues with domain and gene family expertise.



Predicting & annotating 
gene structures



Gene Prediction & Gene Annotation
Identification and annotation of genomic elements:

• Primarily focuses on protein-coding genes. 

• Also identifies RNAs (tRNA, rRNA, long and small non-coding 
RNAs (ncRNA)), regulatory motifs, repetitive elements, etc.

• Happens in 2 steps:
• Computation phase 

• Annotation phase



Collaboratively 
curating gene structures



Color	by	CDS	frame,	toggle	strands,	
set	color	scheme	and	highlights.

Upload	evidence	files	(GFF3,	BAM,	BigWig),	
add	combination and	sequence	search	tracks.

Query	the	genome	using	BLAT.

Navigation	and	zoom.
Search	for	a	gene	model	
or	a	scaffold.

User-created	annotations.
Annotator	panel.

Evidence	Tracks.

Stage	and	cell-type	
specific	transcription	
data.

Admin

Protein coding, pseudogenes, ncRNAs, 
regulatory elements, variants, etc.

Collaborative, instantaneous, 
web-based, built on top of JBrowse.

GenomeArchitect.org

Apollo Genome Annotation Editor



Apollo

Right-click functionality

GenomeArchitect.org



Apollo

GenomeArchitect.org

Export



Apollo

GenomeArchitect.org

Collaboration in Real Time 



Apollo Architecture



• Worldwide Agriculture
• Food Safety
• Medicine
• Energy Production 
• Models in Biology 
• Most Ecosystems
• Every Branch of the Phylogeny

Phlebotomus papatasi

• Transformative, broad, & inclusive initiative to organize 
sequencing and analysis of 5,000 arthropod genomes.

i5k - five thousand arthropod genomes
http://i5k.github.io



Benoit et al. (2015) Nature Communications. doi:10.1038/ncomms10165

The bed bugs, they’re back!

• Timely resource for biology of human 

ectoparasites.

• Discovery of new targets for control.

• Common lab strain collected before 

introduction of pyrethroid insecticides.

• What triggered the current bed bug 

resurgence? 

Did bed bugs originate from one or multiple 

sources?

• Studies on mechanisms that hinder 

vertebrate pathogen survival & 

proliferation and transmission.

i5k.github.io



Annotating gene functions



Background in Ontologies
• Terms (classes) arranged in a graph

• Entities such as genes annotated to terms

• Examples
• GO

• PO

• TO

• CHEBI



The same name for two different concepts

Cell

or

www.robertpaterson.com www.biology.usf.edu

Language inconsistencies in biology



Language inconsistencies in biology
Two or more different names for the same concept

Eggplant

The same is true for biological concepts:
• This makes comparisons difficult, specially when comparing across species or 

databases.

Aubergine

Brinjal

Melongene

www.care2.com



http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/	

Growing number of 
available biological data



Information expansion in base pairs

Growing number of 
available biological data still to come



• A way to capture biological knowledge for 
individual gene products in written and 
computable form.

• A set of concepts, and the relationships to each 
other, arranged as a (non-linear) hierarchy.

• Gene Ontology Consortium (GOC): generates 
and maintains software and databases used to 
assign function to genes of interest with GO.

Less	specific	concepts

More	specific	concepts

Gene Ontology



Terms (classes) arranged in a graph: molecular 
functions, biological processes, cellular 

locations, and the relationships connecting 
them all, in a species-independent manner. 

Gene Ontology
GeneOntology.org

1.  Molecular Function
An elemental activity or task or job

• protein kinase activity

• insulin receptor activity

Insulin Receptor
Petrus et al, 2009, ChemMedChem

2. Biological Process
A commonly recognized series of events
• cell division

End of Telophase. 
Lothar Schermelleh

3. Cellular Component
Where a gene product is located

• mitochondria

• mitochondrial 
matrix

• mitochondrial 
inner 
membrane

Mitochondrion. 
PaisekaScience Photo Library



... a statement that a gene product:

1. has a particular molecular function
or is involved in a particular biological process
or is located within a certain cellular component

2. as determined by a particular method

3. as described in a particular reference

A GO Annotation is:



Unique	Identifier

Term	name

Ontology

Synonyms
Definition

Cross-references

Anatomy of a GO term:



• Directed acyclic graph
- A term can have more than one ‘parent’

• Terms are linked by relationships
is_a
part_of

regulates (&	+/-)

occurs_in

has_part

These relationships allow for complex analysis of large datasets

- A term can have more than one ‘child’

Ontology structure



1. GO Website

Annotation files store 
information about associations 
between a gene product and an 
ontology term.

There is one annotation 
file per species

https://GeneOntology.org/	
Access to GO



2. UniProt-GOA

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA 

3. UniProtKB

http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/ 

4. Ensembl

http://www.ensembl.org/ 

5. NCBI Gene

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/ 

Access to GO



http://amigo.geneontology.org/	

Grebe:	assisting	interface	for	
AmiGO2	with	‘fill	in	the	blank’.

GOOSE:	interrogate	
the	GO	database	using	
SQL.

Term	Enrichment	
Service.

Powered	by	PANTHER

Simple	search:	with	
auto-complete.

GO Browsers



Simple	search:	
Search	GO	terms	or	proteins;	
with	auto-complete.

Investigate	GO	Slims:	
Focused	visualization	for	
certain	GO	subsets.

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/QuickGO/	

Find	GO	annotation	sets:	
With	filters	to	generate	
annotation	subsets.	

GO Browsers



Attaching metadata to structural annotations for the 
purpose of assigning a particular function. 

• Assignments do not necessarily have to be supported by your own experimental data.

• Sequence similarity approaches must be informed and validated by evolutionary theory, 
not just a score value.

Functional Annotation



Predicted 
DNA / Protein 

Sequences

Functional assignments
Gene Ontology, Uberon anatomy (or stage) Ontology, Chemical Entities of Biological Interest, Kyoto Encyclopedia of  

Genes and Genomes (KEGG), OrthoDB, Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO), etc. 

Assembly: 
• Genome
• Transcriptome

Relying solely on 
sequence similarity 

Compare against 
databases 

Building protein and domain 
profiles, then running 

sequence similarity analysis

Examples:
• InterProScan
• PANTHER Term Enrichment Tool
• JAMp

Enrichment analysis 
(expression data)

Functional Annotation



For MODs

Species

Ontology

Correction

Data source, 
visualization

Powered by

http://www.pantherdb.org/

http://GeneOntology.org/

http://amigo.geneontology.org/

http://geneontology.org/page/go-enrichment-analysis

Term Enrichment



http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/search/sequence-search 

• InterProScan
Predicts GO terms based on detected domains 
using our mapping file InterPro-2-GO, one 
sequence at a time.
http://geneontology.org/page/download-mappings

If not working with MODs

“Term Enrichment”



Term 
Enrichment at 
The Arabidopsis
Information 
Resource (TAIR)

https://arabidopsis.org



Identify terms over or 
under-represented in a 
set of genes: in this list 
of genes, are there any 
functional classes that 
are found more often 
than expected when 
compared with the
reference list?

https://arabidopsis.org



Also, capture 
experimental data about 
gene functions (GO) and 
expression (Plant 
Ontology) using TOAST:
The 
Arabidopsis
Annotation 
Submission 
Tool

https://arabidopsis.org



Contributing to GO

Ad hoc curation efforts
A handful of annotations from manual efforts.

Large sets of annotations

genes, proteins articles
http://geneontology.org/page/contributing-go	

Annotations Ontology
terms, relationships, etc.



Reactome

PAMGO



Collaboratively 
curating gene functions

Noctua



GO 
Annotation

http://amigo.geneontology.org/
amigo/gene_product/UniProtKB:
P20719



GO 
Annotation

http://amigo.geneontology.org/
amigo/gene_product/UniProtKB:
P35453



• Simplicity

• Basically just ‘tagging’ genes with terms

• You can do GO annotation (sort of) in a spreadsheet

• Easy to process computationally

• 100s of tools

Strengths of classic GO annotation



• Classic GO annotations don’t describe how genes work together

• Every annotation is independent

• Limited ability to use other ontologies:

• E.g. PO for plant anatomy and cell types

• TO for traits

Limitations of classic GO annotation



LEGO

Gene Term Evidence

TEM1 GTPase activity IDA

…

BFA1 GTPase inhibitor 
activity

IDA

…

Classic Annotation

Solution: 
Linked expressions in the Gene Ontology (LEGO)



Activity
GO:nnnnnnn

What: <molecule>

A data model for causal ontology annotations: 
“LEGO”



Activity
GO:nnnnnnn

What: <molecule>

A data model for causal ontology annotations: 
“LEGO”

Where: GO/PO



Activity
GO:nnnnnnn

What: <molecule>

A data model for causal ontology annotations: 
“LEGO”

Activity
GO:nnnnnnn

What: <molecule>

Where: GO/PO

Relationship

RO:nnnnnnn

Where: GO/PO



Activity
GO:nnnnnnn

What: <molecule>

A data model for causal ontology annotations: 
“LEGO”

Activity
GO:nnnnnnn

What: <molecule>

Where: GO/PO

Relationship

RO:nnnnnnn

Where: GO/PO

Evidence: ECO, SEPIO
Source: PMID, ORCID, ...



Activity
GO:nnnnnnn

What: <molecule>

A data model for causal ontology annotations: 
“LEGO”

Activity
GO:nnnnnnn

What: <molecule>

Where: GO/PO

Relationship

RO:nnnnnnn

Where: GO/PO

Process
GO:nnnnnnn



GTPase activity 
GO:0003924

What: TEM1 S000004529

A data model for causal ontology annotations: 
“LEGO”

GTPase inhibitor activity
GO:0005095

What: BFA1 S000003814

Where: spindle pole
GO:0000922

Where: spindle pole
GO:0000922



GTPase activity 
GO:0003924

What: TEM1 S000004529

A data model for causal ontology annotations: 
“LEGO”

GTPase inhibitor activity
GO:0005095

What: BFA1 S000003814

Where: spindle pole
GO:0000922

Where: spindle pole
GO:0000922

Exit from mitosis
GO:0010458 



http://noctua.berkeleybop.org/



Collaborative
Editing!

RDF/OWL
Semantic

Representation

Pathway data

-Reasoning
-Linked data

Gene sets

Building causal 
models of biology
using ontologies

http://noctua.berkeleybop.org/ 

Noctua



Noctua: Current Workflow
• GO curators create models using Noctua

• A lossy version of this is exported as GAF/GPAD
• All existing GO tools and databases can use and display this

• Does not include full precision of Noctua model

• The complete version is stored in a graph database
• Can be browsed using AmiGO (alpha)

• Can be exported as cytoscape etc.

• Awaiting the next generation of analytic tools….!

• Upcoming improvements.



1) Increasing researchers’ efficiency by providing 
a suite of integrated curation tools, and

2) Increasing the effective population of researchers by 
providing universally accessible tools. 

Improving the quality of annotated 
genomes requires:



v Experimental design: 
- which are the most interesting, “burning” biological matters to explore?
- what questions do we wish to answer?
- which data do we need to answer these questions?
- what are the best strategies to obtain these data?

v Data capture: 
- Agree on minimum standards for efficiently capturing data, even before data capture begins.

• Cultural shift: Not so common to rely on big genome centers. Not all data come from 
large repositories, but mostly from GFF3s (from sequencing centers & individual labs).

v Long-term housing for these data; storage & dissemination:
- where will the data live? 
- who will pay for resources? 
- large investment in hardware, and longer-term investment on maintenance.

Lessons learned:
Plan from the start



v Link to and/or add to existent databases: 
Find your ‘home’ database, AND / or deposit to large public resource (NCBI, DDBJ, Ensembl, etc.)

v Seek IT support at hosting institution(s) now: 
Engage reliable and responsive systems administrators.

Lessons learned:
Plan from the start



Berkeley Bioinformatics Open-Source Projects, Environmental 
Genomics & Systems Biology, 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Chris Mungall 

Suzanna Lewis

Seth Carbon (Noctua / AmiGO)

Nathan Dunn (Apollo)
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For your attention, Thank You.

berkeleybop.org

• Ian Holmes, Eric Yao, UC Berkeley (JBrowse)
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• Paul Thomas, USC (Noctua)
• Monica Poelchau, USDA/NAL (Apollo)
• Gene Ontology Consortium 
• i5k Community
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Collaborators



Once upon a time…

Genomancer
Undisclosed


